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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Project Handbook and document templates deliverable (D6.2) complements deliverable D6.10
entitled Project Management Plan and describes the different types of reports within CL-Windcon
(official, unofficial, supporting and quality reports) and the corresponding templates associated to
those reports, which are attached in the annexes section (6).
In addition, some specific processes are revised in detail to facilitate a smooth control and follow up
of the project evolution. There are some points dedicated to the deliverable submission process,
their review and quality assurance process, the risk management process and finally the links
between D6.2 and D6.10. Some charts have been added for a better comprehension of the
mentioned processes.
Chapter four describes the communication protocols; how to communicate depending on the
formality, the communication IT standards, the communication via e-mail and the formal notices.
Finally, in chapter five, the process for data control is described, including the referencing codes to
assign the different types of reports and the document encoding to name the files.
This handbook might be updated if needed during the project execution by quorum decision of the
General Assembly.
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INTRODUCTION

This deliverable, entitled “Project Handbook and document templates”, specifies the procedures to be
applied by all partners to guarantee the high quality of project results and the easy monitoring of the
project processes.
The process for reporting and monitoring the project work, all details regarding the technical and
financial reports as well as the process for reviewing project deliverables and other project documents
are presented in the Handbook. A detailed scheme is also defined regarding the internal documents
and official deliverables preparation and codification, presenting a common layout for an easy
traceability. Besides, the partners’ communication protocols are being defined.
Complementary to the specification of processes, several templates have been created to support any
process within CL-Windcon. They cover documents addressing both internal partners’ communication
and official documentation towards the EC.
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REPORTING

3.1 Types of reports in the project
CL-Windcon has been organised considering a breakdown of different types of reports:
Official reports, are those mandatory by the EC, mainly;
•

Periodic Reports (intermediate and final)

•

Regular Progress Report (biannual deliverable)

•

Deliverable Reports

Supporting reports, are those which help preparing the official reports, mainly
•

Dissemination and Communication Report (prepared by all partners)

•

IPR Register Report (prepared by all partners)

•

Internal Report (eventually used by all partners)

Other unofficial reports, are those used by partners for organization purposes.
•

Meeting Agenda

•

Meeting minutes

•

Slides for presentations

Quality reports, are those addressed to supervise the quality of the project, mainly,
•

Peer Review reports

•

Smart Deliverable Report

There is a specific template per type of report, attached as annex at the end of this handbook.
According to Article 4 to the Grant Agreement, any report and deliverable shall be in English.

3.2 Reports’ description
Herein we describe the different types of reports explaining when and how they must be used
although an extended description is included in the proper template.

3.2.1 Official Reports (Coordinator activity)
A. Periodic Reports (Intermediate and Final)
These are the official reports that must be submitted by the Coordinator within 60 days following the
end of each reporting period (M18 and M36 respectively). Each official report contains the periodic
technical and financial reports.
The Periodic Technical Report consists of two parts:
•

Part A of the Periodic Technical Report contains the cover page, a publishable summary and
the answers to the questionnaire covering issues related to the project implementation and
the economic and social impact, notably in the context of the Horizon 2020 key performance
indicators and the Horizon 2020 monitoring requirements.

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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Part A is generated by the IT system. It is based on the information entered by the
Coordinator through the periodic report and continuous reporting modules of the electronic
exchange system in the Participant Portal.
•

Part B of the Periodic Technical Report is the narrative part that includes explanations of the
work carried out by the beneficiaries during the reporting period. Part B needs to be
uploaded as a PDF document following the official template of Part B Periodic Technical
Report.

The Periodic Financial Report consists of:
•

Individual financial statements (Annex 4 to the GA) for each beneficiary;

•

Explanation of the use of resources and the information on subcontracting and in-kind
contributions provided by third parties from each beneficiary for the reporting period
concerned;

•

A periodic summary financial statement including the request for interim payment.

Further information on this reporting can be found in Section 2.4.

All the information financial and technical must be uploaded in the Participant Portal in two ways:
•

By means of the continuous reporting functionality in the participant portal which is
activated at the time the project starts and continuously open to submit deliverables, to
report on progress in achieving milestones, to follow up critical risks, ethics issues,
publications, communications activities, and the answers to the questionnaire on horizontal
issues.

•

And by the periodic reporting functionality in the participant portal: following the end of
each reporting period the functionality of periodic reporting in the Participant Portal will be
activated. While the periodic reporting session is open in the electronic exchange system:
o

each participant will be able to complete on-line upon Coordinator’s request their
own Financial Statement (and the financial report of their Third Parties, if any)
including the explanations on the use of resources.

o

and will also contribute to the requests of the Coordinator to complete the technical
part. The Coordinator will be able to upload all these reports in the Part B of the
periodic technical report as a pdf document.

To prepare these official reports and ensure the project required quality, in CL-Windcon, the
Executive Board shall collect information every 6 months on the progress of the Project (this
information will be then consolidated and uploaded as deliverable). These reports will also serve as a
preparation for the official periodic reports.
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This process is repeated the second half of the project between months 19 and 36. Additionally a
Final Report will be submitted in month 38. The final report will be completed in the participant
portal and must include the following:
A Final Technical Report with a summary for publication containing:
•

an overview of the results and their exploitation and dissemination;

•

the conclusions on the action, and

•

the socio-economic impact of the action;

A Final Financial Report containing:
•

a Final Summary Financial Statement (see Annex 4 of GA), created automatically by the
electronic exchange system, consolidating the individual financial statements for all reporting
periods and including the request for payment of the balance and

•

a Certificate on the Financial Statements’ (drawn up in accordance with Annex 5 of GA) for
each beneficiary, if it requests a total contribution of EUR 325 000 or more, as
reimbursement of actual costs and unit costs calculated on the basis of its usual cost
accounting practices (see Article 5.2 and Article 6.2, Point A of GA).

All details for the official reporting are included in Annex 1.

B. Regular Progress Reports (M6,12,18,24,30 and 36)
The Regular Progress Reports summarises every semester the main advances in all the WPs in a
single document. They must be drafted by the WP leaders, peer reviewed by the TMT Board and
submitted by the Coordinator. The main goal is to highlight the progress done and identify delays or
major problems detected. It must also include upcoming risks to allow preparing the
countermeasures. This document is mandatory and must be submitted every six months. This report
does not contain detailed financial information but a general overview of the financial progress of
the project. The full content is included in the template attached as Annex 2.

C. Deliverable Reports
Deliverable Reports are those listed as mandatory in the DoA part A. The specific procedure is
described in the next chapter within a process that last one month at most (depending on the
number of interactions) from the moment the Draft is presented, then peer reviewed and finally
submitted to the Funding Agency by the Coordinator.
Two reviewers, not directly participating in the deliverable tasks will implement the internal Peer
Reviews. There will be some iterations between the deliverable responsible and the reviewers till the
document will be fully approved. A final check will be given by the Quality Manager in terms of
checking the quality and the appropriate format and by the Coordinator in relation to the technical
information.
The template for deliverable reports is presented in Annex 3.
Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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3.2.2 Supporting Reports

D. Dissemination and Communication Report
This report performed by all partners every six months is addressed to inform about all
communication and dissemination activities already implemented in the period or planned to be
implemented in the next semester. The information will be used to monitor the implementation of
the Dissemination Plan and the Communication Plan and clustering. It will be collected in a way to
enable simplifying the further introduction in the Continuous Reporting tool of the Participant Portal
(mandatory). The template can be found in Annex 4.

E. IPR Register Report
This report prepared every six month by all partners, must be updated to include any further
developments concerning IPR or innovation generated. It also clarifies the background rights
declared in the Consortium Agreement and any other background not considered before. Besides,
the format will be easily adaptable to the structure of the Continuous Reporting tool of the
Participant Portal. All the IPR process will be managed and reviewed by the IPREB. Template in Annex
5.

F. Internal Report
The Internal Report template is used for any transmission of structured information among partners
when there is not any other specific official or supportive template. For instance, technical
contributions to tasks, WPs, etc. The template is presented in Annex 6.

3.2.3 Other unofficial reports
G. Meeting Agenda
This is the template to prepare the agenda of any relevant meeting among partners. It is
presented in Annex 7.
H. Meeting Minutes
This is the template to prepare the minutes of any relevant meeting among partners. It is
included in Annex 8.
I. Slides for presentations
This is the template to prepare any power point presentation to be done within the CLWindcon activities. It is shown in Annex 9.
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3.2.4 Quality reports
J. Peer Review reports
Peer Review reports are those addressed to revise the official deliverables. Two partners not
directly involved in the deliverable (some exceptions are possible) will revise the content and
provide their opinion on the quality and implementation. Template description can be
encountered in Annex 10.
K. Smart Deliverable Report
This is a template prepared for internal management and clarification of the deliverable
content, participants, linked WPs, tasks and subtasks and a flow map to understand the links
among deliverables, etc. (who needs what). It must be implemented at the beginning of the
deliverable work by the corresponding deliverable responsible. Description of the template
in Annex 11.

3.3 Summary of templates and description of its application
In the next table, we describe the 11 templates in a visual format, identifying when they might be
used, the responsible partner, the application and the interconnections among them (in case it does
exist).
Table 1. Summary of templates in CL-Windcon

NAME

SUPPORTING REPORTS

OFFICIAL
REPORTS

A. Periodic Reports (PR)

USE

WHEN

RESPONSIBLE

ANNEX

B. Regular Progress
Report (RPR)
C. Deliverable Report
(DR)

Official templates
for reporting
Mandatory
Deliverable
Mandatory
Deliverables

D. Dissemination and
Communication Rep.
(DCR)

Internal, in
preparation of
official Reporting

E. IPR Register Report
(IPRR)

Internal, in
preparation of
official Reporting

Every six
months

IPREB

Annex 5

F. Internal Report
(IR)

Internal, used when
needed when no
other template
appropriate

At criteria of
individual
partners

Any partner for
technical
communications
purposes

Annex 6
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M18 (M20) and
M36 (38)
Every six
months
According to
Description of
the Action (DoA)
Every six
months

Coordinator

Annex 1

Coordinator

Annex 2

Deliverable leader

Annex 3

WP5 leader

Annex 4
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OTHER UNOFFICIAL

NAME

USE

Public

WHEN

RESPONSIBLE

ANNEX

G. Meeting Agenda
(A)

Used to plan a
meeting

In advance to
the meeting

Any partners organising
a meeting

Annex 7

H. Meeting Minutes (M)

Used after any
meeting

When a meeting
has been held

Any partner responsible
of minutes

Annex 8

I.

Slides for
presentations (P)

Used to present
information within
CL-Windcon

At on-site or on
line meetings

Any partner presenting
in a meeting

Annex 9

J.

Peer Review Reports
(PRR)

Used when a
revision of a
deliverable is
needed

Upon a draft
deliverable
requiring
revision

Allocated reviewers

Annex 10

Internal
management

Before starting
the deliverable
work

Deliverable responsible

Annex 11

K. Smart Deliverable
Reports (SDR)

3.4 Financial information – Reporting Costs
All reporting periods (M18 and M36), all partners will submit to the Project Coordinator:
•

A Cost Statement duly completed and explanation of the use of the resources covering the
specific period – Template to be provided. It will be uploaded in the Repository.

•

Financial Statement completed in SyGMA upon Coordinator’s request duly signed
electronically by the Project Financial Signatory (PFSIGN).

The following table shows the foreseen dates for the documents submission from the partners to the
Coordinator:
Table 2: Deadlines for the submission of financial inputs to Coordinator

End of
Period reporting
period

Internal
Upload of
review of
costs
costs
(partners)
(partners)

1

30/04/2018

Until
31/05/2018

2

31/10/2019

Until
30/11/2019

From
1/06/2018 to
7/06/2018
From
1/12/2019 to
7/12/2019

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477

Review of
Financial
Statements
(Coordinator)

Electronic signature
Submission
of Financial
to EC
Statements by
(Coordinator)
PFSIGNs (partners)

From 8/06/2018 to
15/06/2018

From 16/06/2018 to
22/06/2018

30/06/2018

From 8/12/2019 to
15/12/2019

From 16/12/2019 to
22/12/2019

30/12/2019
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The timely receipt of the cost statement duly filled out is of primary importance for reporting issues
as well as for providing a proper explanation of the use of the resources within the period in
accordance with the EC requirements.
To support this process, a Cost Statement template will be created for CL-Windcon partners and will
be available at the Repository. The cost statement is aimed at collecting from all partner’s costs
incurred in the period and the explanation of the use of the resources required by the Funding
Agency in the periodic report. Costs shall be detailed at WP level.
Costs declared must be set out in Annex 2 (estimated budget for the action). Costs not foreseen
might be reported and claimed but they must be duly explained if we expect that the Funding
Authority would accept them.
Reimbursement rate according to the Grant Agreement will be 100% of the total eligible costs
accepted by the Funding Authority.
The following rules shall be followed for the financial report of CL-Windcon:

3.4.1 Completion of the Cost Statement
Each beneficiary shall provide to the Coordinator the Cost Statement of the period duly completed in
order to check and verify costs to be claimed. Once the cost statement (template to be provided)
would be reviewed, costs shall be completed in SyGMA, creating Individual Financial Statements per
beneficiary. The tool will create automatically the Financial Statements in accordance with Annex 4
of the Grant Agreement.
All persons with the following roles within one organisation:
•

Participant Contacts: PaCo

•

Coordinator Contact: CoCo

have access to complete the explanation of the use of the resources in SyGMA and complete the
Financial Statement upon the Coordinator’s request.
A beneficiary may request the Coordinator to fill the financial statement on their behalf and the
required information will be filled in SyGMA by the Assistant Coordinator. Coordinator will always
verify the financial statement with the partners concerned before the electronic signature.
Individual Financial Statements of each beneficiary shall be signed electronically by the
corresponding Project Financial Signatories (PFSIGN) appointed by each organization.

3.4.2 Electronic Signature of the Financial Statement
All beneficiaries shall appoint a Project Financial Signatory (PFSIGN) in order to submit a Financial
Statement and the request for reimbursement to the Funding Authority. Each PFSIGN will have to
sign in SyGMA using her/his EU-LOGIN account.
PFSIGNs appointed in CL-Windcon will also be available in the contact list of participants uploaded in
the repository. If any beneficiary wishes to change the PFSIGN in CL-Windcon they shall send an email to the Assistant Coordinator in order to receive assistance in the process.

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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Instructions for the electronic signature of a PFSIGN:
1. The Project Financial signatory (PFSIGN) shall log in the Participant Portal with her/his EULOGIN account at the following link:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
2. Once logged in, please go to “My project” tab and click “MP” Manage project button of CLWindcon:

Figure 1: Participant Portal

You will see then the following screen:

Figure 2: Participant Portal

3. The PFSIGN will have in the beneficiary´s Financial Statement the option “Sign and Submit”
Available. Please check that everything is correct and click “Sign and Submit”. A new
confirmation screen will appear and we must read it and click “OK”

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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Figure 3: Participant Portal

4. The tool will ask you to enter again the PFSIGN´s EU-Login password in order to sign
electronically.

Figure 4: Participant Portal

Once the PFSIGN introduces his/her password and clicks “SIGN” the process will be completed and
the Financial Statement signed electronically.

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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3.4.3 H2020 eligible costs and costs categories
Contractors should report the costs incurred by using the H2020 eligible costs which are structured
as follows according to Article 6 in the Grant Agreement:
Direct costs:
• Personnel costs (Article 6 A)
•

Direct costs of subcontracting (Article 6 B)

•

Direct costs of providing financial support to third parties – not applicable (Article 6 C)

•

Other direct costs (Article 6 D)
o Travel costs and related subsistence allowances
o Equipment costs
o Costs of other goods and services
o The capitalised and operating costs of “large research infrastructure”

Indirect costs (Article 6 E)

DETAILS ABOUT THE NATURE OF COSTS TO SUBMIT
Here are the levels of detail expected during a sound financial management:
• personnel costs: amounts, name, function, statute (additional or permanent), monthly rate
or hourly rate and working time spent on which WP (in month if monthly rate given or in
hours if hourly rate is given,
•

travel costs: amount by travel and by participants, name of travellers, exact dates
(dd/mm/yyyy), origin/destination (from/to), and detailed purpose of the travel,

•

depreciation costs of equipment: amount claimed, nature of the equipment, price by
equipment (excluding VAT), depreciation system (in years or month), % of use in the project,

•

consumables: amount by class of consumables, nature, list (when applicable), precise
purpose and use of these consumables,

•

subcontracting: amount by subcontract, agreement EC (either technical annex or specific
agreement (if so please provide a copy of the agreement), nature of the tasks, name of
subcontractor and link of these with the project,

•

other costs: class covering costs not covered by previous H2020 class – amounts by cost, very
precise details about the nature of each cost,

•

indirect costs (25% flat rate): Indirect costs are calculated based on the flat rate of 25% of
the eligible direct costs (Article 5.2 of the Grant Agreement) from which subcontracting and
in-kind contributions are excluded.

According to the procedures and information to be provided to the Funding Authority, it is
mandatory for the Consortium to deliver in due time the Cost Statement Template per period.
Without the delivery of this cost statement, the Coordinator may not accept costs declared in the
Model for the financial statement. That is, once an official reporting period is closed, no additional
costs will be accepted for such reported period.
Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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The Cost Statement Template will cover all requested information to allow the Project Officer the
acceptance of costs declared as eligible costs of the project.

CERTIFICATE ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CFS)
In accordance with the Grant Agreement, certificate on the financial statements for each beneficiary
are compulsory, if it requests a total contribution of EUR 325 000 or more, as reimbursement of
actual costs and unit costs calculated on the basis of its usual cost accounting practices (see Article
5.2 and Article 6.2, Point A).
The model of a CFS is compulsory and it should be drawn up in accordance with Annex 5. Please ask
your auditors to follow strictly the model requested by the Funding Authority. A CFS covering costs
declared shall be delivered at the end of the project.
According to the budget in DoA, the following partners are initially expected to provide a CFS in CLWindcon: CENER, GE, and DEWI as their expected EC contribution in their budget planned exceeds
the threshold of EUR 325.000.
Without prejudice to the paragraph above, the Funding Authority may request, based on an analysis
of risks, the submission of a certificate on financial statements from any beneficiary at any time until
the agreement completion date.

3.4.4 Documentation to be kept – Supporting documents of costs claimed
The submission of a Certificate on the Financial Statements (CFS) does NOT waive the right of the
Funding Authority to carry out its own audit which may be launched at any time and up to 5 years
after the end of the project. Therefore, all beneficiaries must keep CL-Windcon supporting
documentation up to 5 years after payment of the balance (approx. 31/03/2025).
This list summarises all supporting documents (per cost category) that may be requested by an
auditor:

Table 3: Supporting documents

Personnel Costs

Employment contracts (or other independent/legal justification of
personnel costs claimed)
Ledgers/ accounts, payroll records
Time Sheets
Detailed breakdown and justification of the productive hours
denominator used for calculation of hourly rates

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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Invoices
Proof of payment
Original deliverables from the subcontractors
Evidence of own internal management and supervision procedures to
confirm completion of work required to specifications needed and
reasonableness costs claimed in connection therewith.

Consumables

Invoices
Proof of payment
In case of rented equipment: Rental contract, inventory list of the
rented equipment; proof of the investment values of the rented
equipment
- Records concerning computer usage, if applicable.

Travel Expenses

Transport tickets, including boarding passes, hotel bills…
Invoices
Mission approval forms
A report, records, minutes etc. indicating purpose and participants of
the meetings.

Indirect costs

Full documentation concerning the overhead costs and back-up
documentation such as disaggregated balance sheet
Analysis, reconciliation and summary of final breakdown of overhead
(by category of expense) charged to the project.

Bank statements

Relating to the payments of the EC contributions and the distribution

(for Coordinator)

among partners.

General ledger /

Salient extracts and reconciliations of costs claimed to underlying

Management Accounts

accounting records/general ledger to facilitate easy verification of
costs claimed and their eligibility.

Certificate on Financial

Copies of any auditor certification statements issued with a claim for

Statement (CFS)

cost reimbursement.

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME SPECIFIC PROCESSES

4.1 Deliverable submission process
All the deliverables must be submitted within the deadlines defined in Annex I to the Grant
Agreement.
All Deliverables Leaders are responsible for the quality and adequacy of the deliverable.
The Lead beneficiary of a deliverable shall submit the deliverables to the corresponding partners in
charge of its review one month (20 working days) in advance of the submission date of the
deliverable to the Funding Authority.
The Reviewers assigned will review the reports and deliverables from each work package, informing
the Quality Manager and Project Coordinator about the progress. The reviewers will give feedback
and comments within 10 working days.
The Lead beneficiary of a deliverable will take into consideration the feedback from the reviewers
and implement changes (if necessary) within 5 working days upon reception of the review results.
The Lead beneficiary of a deliverable will submit the final version of the deliverable to the Project
Coordinator 5 working days in advance of the submission date.
The review process is subject to further modifications during the entire project lifespan. Once the
Deliverable is approved, the Coordinator will be responsible for uploading it in the Participant Portal
and submit it to the Funding Authority by electronic means. This process is shown in the following
figure:
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Figure 5: Deliverable review and submission process

During the deliverable review process, the Responsible partners will review the quality of
deliverables based on different aspects such as:
Completeness:
•

Is it according to the original proposal?

•

Does it contain all required chapters?

Correctness:
•

Does it contain correct information?

•

Language check, comprehensive language

•

Lay-out / template check.

Consistency:
•

Are the chapters consistent with each other?

•

Is it consistent with other deliverables?

•

Is it in accordance with the requirements of other WP's?

The elaboration of project deliverables will be continuously followed up by the Quality Manager;
however, two months in advance of the planned delivery date for each deliverable, the Quality
Manager will contact the lead partner in charge of such a deliverable to check whether it will be
submitted as planned or whether there is any unexpected problem that may cause a substantial
delay.
In case of expected delay, the Quality Manager and Coordinator will agree with the lead partner in
charge of the deliverable and the corresponding WP leader on how to address the problem and on a
new date for submission of the deliverable as soon as possible. The Project Coordinator will be in
charge of informing the EC Project Officer immediately. The suggested list of reviewers for each
deliverable is presented in deliverable D6.10, Table 6.

4.2 Payments
PAYMENTS FROM THE FUNDING AGENCY TO THE COORDINATOR
Article 21 to the Grant Agreement establishes the payments to be made from the Funding Authority
to the Coordinator.
•One Pre-financing: 75% of total contribution
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•One Interim payment: up to 10% of total contribution
•Final payment /payment of the balance: up to 15% of total contribution
PAYMENT FROM THE COORDINATOR TO THE BENEFICIARIES: DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRIBUTION
All the costs approved by the EC will be reimbursed by the Coordinator to each party under the
procedures defined in the Consortium Agreement. There will be up to three payments of
contribution from the Coordinator to the beneficiaries. These payments correspond to:
•Pre-financing 1: 75% of beneficiary´s contribution at M2.
•Interim payment: up to 10% of beneficiary´s contribution estimated in M24.
•Final payment: up to 15% of beneficiary´s contribution estimated in M42.

4.3 Risks management process
At the beginning of the project and for each Work Package, the risks and quality indicators will be
defined. During the project execution, each WP leader will identify the risks detected every six
months describing them in the Regular Progress report and aligned with the risk indicators. Those
risk indicators will be reviewed and discussed first by the Executive Board and then by the
consortium in every General Assembly (GA). Some risks have already been identified in the DoA and
are declared in the Continuous Reporting module with the proposed mitigations actions

Table 4. Risks hold in the Continuous Reporting module
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In parallel, the WP leaders will compile the detected risks which affect their WP and propose
countermeasures in the different boards they are involved. Risks must be identified in advance and
informed to the superior boards (Coordinator, TMT, etc.) as soon as they are detected.
The risks are classified in foreseen and unforeseen, being included in tables as the following:
Table 5 Table for foreseen and unforeseen risks description
Risk No.

Description of Risk

WP
Concerned

Proposed Risk mitigation measures

For the risks identified in previous periods the following table is used to prove that the appropriate
mitigation measures have been taken:
Table 6. Table to declare mitigation measures of previous announced risks
Risk No.

Period

Did you apply
mitigation measures?

Did your risk
materialise?

Comments

4.4 Changes in the project: Amendments / Information letters
The basic principle of the project is to carry out the tasks and activities within the time scheduled and
resources foreseen as described in the Annex I (DoA) to the Grant Agreement.
Any changes in the status of a beneficiary shall be communicated to the Coordinator as soon as
possible. The Coordinator shall resolve queries and advise the beneficiaries. If required, the Project
Coordinator will contact the EC Project Officer responsible and request clarifications and procedures
to be followed.
Significant project changes and deviations from the work planned must be dealt with in writing. The
participant involved or WP Leader proposing the change should forward a written communication to
the Executive Board explaining the reason behind the proposed changes and direct consequences in
terms of budget, work programme, etc.
As a general rule, an amendment to the Grant Agreement (GA) is necessary whenever the GA or its
annexes shall be modified. In some cases, the GA gives the parties the possibility to carry out certain
modifications without an amendment to the GA. Finally, there are cases where the need for an
amendment must be assessed carefully.
If an amendment to the GA is necessary, the Project Coordinator will request the amendment
process to the Project Officer on behalf of the Consortium.
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Small changes during the implementation of the activities and/or the plan defined in the DoA shall be
understood as normal in a research project. However, these minor deviations shall be identified and
explained in the description of the activities of the corresponding periodic report and corrective
measures that were implemented (if any).

CHANGES WHICH REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT
•

Removal of one or more legal entities from the list due to their non-accession to the GA

•

Addition of one or more beneficiaries

•

Change of Coordinator
o

The Coordinator remains in the consortium

o

The participation of the Coordinator is terminated

•

Partial transfer of rights and obligations

•

Modification of project title and/or acronym

•

Modification of duration and/or of start date

•

Modification of reporting periods

•

Change of financial contribution of the Union or of Euratom

•

Reimbursement as a lump sum to ICPC participants

•

Change of banking details

•

Change of the amount of the pre-financing and/or of the contribution to the Guarantee Fund

•

Addition, removal or modification of special clauses

•

Changes to Funding Authority's and Coordinator's contact details

•

Modification of Annex I (Description of the Action)

•

Amendment requested for reinstatement of the work after suspension of the project

•

Request from the Coordinator for suspension

•

Suspension by the Funding Authority

•

Amendment reinstating the continuation of the GA
o

Request from the Coordinator for suspension

o

Suspension by the Funding Authority

o

Amendment reinstating the continuation of the GA

CHANGES WHICH DO NOT REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT
Changes which do not require an amendment but shall be duly notified to the Funding Authority via
an information letter or communication via the messaging system of the Participant Portal are the
following:
•

Change of name and legal details of a beneficiary
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•

Universal transfer of activity/or of rights and obligations

•

Changes in accounting system of beneficiaries and mistakes in indirect costs calculation

•

Procedure

•

The specific case of change of authorised representative of beneficiary

4.5 Links with deliverable D6.10. Management Plan
The Project Management Plan (D6.10) presents a complete description of the CL-Windcon
management activities. There is some relevant information from the Management Plan which must
be considered to complete the information provided by this Handbook. Specifically:
•

Table 1: Tasks leaders and participant partners (page 9 of D6.10)

•

Table 2: Dedication per partner and task (page 10)

•

Table 3: List of deliverables and leading partner (page 11)

•

Table 4: Revised Gantt Diagram (page 12)

•

Table 5: List of milestones and lead beneficiary (page 13)

•

Table 6: Iterations among tasks and deliverables and reviewers’ distribution (page 14)

•

Table 7: WP leaders (page 21)

•

Table 8: CL-Windcon governance boards summary (page 24)

•

Table 9: Major risks identified (page 28)

•

Table 10: Summary of meetings organisation (page 31)

•

Table 11: Periodic reporting and monitoring (page 32)

•

Table 12: Schedule for deliverables (page 33)

•

Table 13: Review of documents (page 33)

•

Table 14: Formal communications (page 34)

•

Table 15: Software standards (page 35)

For the complete understanding of the board roles, please check the chapter 3 “Organizational
Structure of the Project “, page 16 of D6.10. Project Management Plan or the summary in table 8.
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COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

5.1 Communication tools and compromises
The consortium partners will use a variety of tools for communicating, exchanging/storing files and
taking decision on day to day management issues. The tools and means to be used for internal
communication are listed below:
•

Virtual meetings to be organised via GoToMeeting/Webex/Skype or other web meeting tool
available to each chairman convening a meeting.

•

Doodle to be used for voting and taking decisions.

•

Project Share Point to be used as document repository.

In the next table, it is depicted the main communication activities to be implemented by the
partners. The information included describes the type of activity, when must be realized, the mean of
communication and the content (redirecting to the D6.10 Management Plan description).
Table 7. Identification of main meetings and communication activities

5.2 Communication standards
The main software standards will be those compatible with MS Office including Word, Excel,
PowerPoint. Acrobat Pdf will be used to upload the documents in the Participant Portal. Please check
table 15 for minimum software standards in D6.10 Project Management.
The authorised fonts for all reports are Calibri.
Generally, files will not be circulated as attachments to e-mails, but will be uploaded to the Project
Share Point, and an informative e-mail will be sent to all the affected partners, including a short
description of the file contents and the respective links to the Project Share Point.

5.3 Communication via e-mail
All e-mail headings will start by CL-Windcon (written in this way). Then, the only information
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included will be the destiny of the message (or in other words, indicate with an acronym the name of
the board or the WP number where you send the message) and finally, the title of the message must
be included. Some examples below:
•

“CL-Windcon-GA -title of message”: for e-mails to the General Assembly only.

•

“CL-Windcon-EB - title of message”: for e-mails to the Executive Board only.

•

“CL-Windcon-IMT -title of message”: for e-mails to the Innovation Management Team only.

•

“CL-Windcon -WPX-title of message”: for e-mails to the WPX only.

For other types of e-mails (not referenced to a board or a WP), just include de CL-Windcon and the
title of the message. The date can also be included at the end of the heading in this way YYYY-MMDD at the convenience of the author.

Participant Portal Roles

5.4

The Participant Portal is your entry point for electronic administration of EU-funded research and
innovation projects, and hosts the services for managing your proposals and projects throughout
their lifecycle.
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
It is highly recommended that all individuals have an EU-Login account (Participant Portal account).
The Participant Portal offers flexibility in the management of access rights and roles in the projects.
The roles of a user can be checked after logging in to the EU-Login account on the Participant Portal
under the "My Roles" button (under the button bearing the name of the user).

5.4.1 Main roles and access rights:
•

The Primary Coordinator Contact (PaCo) of a project is a unique role, set/modified by the
Commission/Agency. All Primary Coordinator Contacts have full, read/write access to their
own and the consortium's common e-forms, and can submit to the Commission/Agency via
the Participant Portal.

•

Coordinator Contacts (CoCo) can be nominated by the Primary Coordinator Contact. All
Coordinator Contacts have full, read/write access to their own and the common eforms, and
can submit to the Commission/Agency via the Participant Portal.

•

Participant Contacts (PaCo) can be nominated either by the Primary Coordinator Contact or
by Participant Contacts. All Participant Contacts can submit e-forms to the Coordinator
Contacts via the Participant Portal. They have read/write access to their own forms and readonly rights to certain common forms.

•

Task Managers (TaMa) can read, modify and save their own entity's forms.

•

Team Members (TeMe) have read-only rights to the entity's own forms.
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The Financial Statement Authorised Signatory (FSIGN) is the person authorised to sign
Forms C for their organisation. The FSIGN is nominated by the LEAR or an Account
Administrator under the "My Organisations" tab > "RO" icon (consequently the nomination
of LEARs is now mandatory). An unlimited number of FSIGNs can be nominated for an
organisation. Then it's up to the Primary Coordinator Contacts, the Coordinator Contacts and
Participant Contacts to assign FSIGNs to specific projects, becoming at this moment Project
Financial Signatories (PFSIGNs).

An unlimited number of FSIGNs can be assigned to a project.
• The Legal Statement Authorised Signatory (LSIGN).
To appoint LSIGNs, the procedure is the same as for FSIGNs. The LSIGN has to be nominated
by someone having an organisation role (LEAR, Account Administrators). The LSIGN must
then be appointed to one or several project(s) by someone having a project role (Primary
Coordinator Contact, Coordinator Contacts or Participant Contacts) in said project(s). At this
moment, the Project Legal Signatories (PLSIGNS) will be appointed.

Figure 6: Participant Portal roles

5.4.2 How to add or revoke roles in the Participant Portal?
Except for the Primary Coordinator Contact (PCoCo) and the LEAR, every role must be modified by
the Participants.
Each user can be nominated or revoked by another user, as follows:
•

The Primary Coordinator Contact can nominate/revoke Coordinator Contacts, Task
Managers and Team Members of the coordinating entity, Participant Contacts of other
participating organisations, and assign LSIGNs and FSIGNs to a project.

•

Coordinator Contacts can nominate/revoke other Coordinator Contacts, Task Managers and
Team Members of the coordinating entity, and assign LSIGNs and FSIGNs to a project.

•

Participant Contacts can nominate/revoke other Participant Contacts, Task Managers and
Team Members of their own entity, and assign LSIGNs and FSIGNs to a project.
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•

The Legal Entity Appointed Representative (LEAR) can nominate Account Administrators,
LSIGNs and FSIGNs for his/her own entity.

•

Account Administrators can nominate LSIGNs and FSIGNs for his/her own entity.

5.4.3 Roles defined in CL-WINDCON
Roles appointed by each beneficiary can be checked via the Participant Portal under “My Projects”
choosing the option “PC: Project Consortium”.

Figure 7: Roles appointed in the Participant Portal

Current roles and persons appointed in CL-Windcon are also available in the contact list of
participants uploaded in the repository. See label “Roles Participant Portal”. If you wish to change,
add or revoke roles, you can always contact the Assistant Coordinator to get support on how to
manage with it.
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5.5 Dissemination of results – Visibility of EU Funding – Open Access
5.5.1 Dissemination of Results
Dissemination activities and publications will be governed by the Grant Agreement (Article 29) and
the Consortium Agreement. As stated, any dissemination of results (in any form, including electronic)
must:

•

display the EU logo

•

include the following text:

, and

“This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 727477”.
When displayed together with another logo, the EU logo will have appropriate prominence.
Guidelines about its display can be found in:
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-5000100.htm
Any dissemination of results must indicate that it reflects only the author's view and that the Funding
Authority is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

A complete procedure for the dissemination of the activities and publications will be available in D5.8
and D5.11 Communication and Dissemination reports.

5.5.2 Open Access
Open access can be defined as the practice of providing on-line access to scientific information that
is free of charge to the end-user.
We can distinguish two different open access models:
•

•

Self-archiving (also called ‘Green’ open access) means that:
o

the published article or the final peer-reviewed manuscript is archived by the
researcher – or a representative - in an online repository before, after or alongside
its publication.

o

access to the article is often – but not necessarily - delayed (‘embargo period’) as
some scientific publishers may wish to recoup their investment by selling
subscriptions and charging pay-per-download view fees during an exclusivity period;

Open access publishing (also called ‘Gold’ open access) means that:
o

an article is immediately provided in open access mode by the scientific publisher.
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the associated costs are shifted away from readers, and instead charged to (for
example) the university or research institute to which the researcher is affiliated, or
to the funding agency supporting the research.

The following table summarizes the main characteristics of both models:
Table 8: Open Access models

STEP 1:
OA
TYPE

GOLD

JOURNALS

• Open Access
Journals
• Hybrid
Journals

GREEN • Any journal

STEP 2:

Deposition
on
repository

Compulsory

Compulsory

Date of
access
At the latest on
the date of
publication

Embargo
periods:
+ 6 months
(Gral)
+ 12 months
(SSH)
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Metadata

Research Data
(needed to
validate results)

["European Union (EU)" and
"Horizon 2020"] or
["Euratom" and "Euratom
research and training
programme 2014-2018"];
• the name of the action,
acronym and the grant
number;
• the publication date,
length of embargo period
if applicable,
• and a persistent identifier
(e.g. DOI, Handle)
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results presented in
the deposited scientific
publication.
Beneficiaries may also
aim to grant open
access to this data, but
there is no obligation
to do so.
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DOCUMENT AND DATA CONTROL

All relevant documents are uploaded in the Project Share Point repository at the adequate location.
After uploading the files, an explanatory e-mail is sent to all relevant recipients, in which a short
description of the file contents is included.

6.1 Document referencing
The Consortium proposes the next project document coding system for all documents, as indicated
below.
Table 9: CL-Windcon project document encoding system.

Document
Code

Document Type

Template to be used

REPORTS
PR

Periodic Reports

Annex 1

RPR

Regular Progress Report

Annex 2

DX.XX

Deliverable Reports

Annex 3

DCR

Dissemination and Communication Report

Annex 4

IPRR

IPR Register Report

Annex 5

IR

Internal Report

Annex 6

A

Meeting Agenda

Annex 7

M

Meeting minutes

Annex 8

P

Template presentation

Annex 9

PRR-DX.XX

Peer Review reports

Annex 10

SDR

Smart Deliverable Report

Annex 11

OTHER REPORTS
L

Legal documents

Internal Report Template

COM

Commercial documents

Internal Report Template

GI

Documents of general interest

Internal Report Template

OTH

Other subjects

Internal Report Template
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6.2 Document encoding
The codification for the different documents will be as follows:
Table 10: CL-Windcon internal documents coding system
First name:

CL-Windcon

Next digits

Document code including the number when required in the list (X.XX)

Next digits

Author name (this will not be necessary in the official docs (Periodic, Deliverable
and Consolidated Progress Reports)

Next digits

Status (Draft, Draft Final or Final when approved), just for official documents. The
other documents will not require status, only version.

Next digits

Document title.

Next digits

"V1.X" and number of version of this specific report (first is 1.1).

Next digits

Save date, "YYYY-MM-DD". At decision of the author

All the digits are separated by hyphens.
Examples:
CL-Windcon-IPRR-01-POLIMI-IPREB Report-V0.1-20170420, meaning the IPR Report made by POLIMI,
version 1.1
CL-Windcon-IR-GH-Results wind tunnel-V0.2. No number required as it is not an official report. Date
voluntary (No).
CL-Windcon-D3.4-DraftFinal-Wind tunnel. Required status and not required date nor version.
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LIST OF ANNEXES
ANNEX 1. Periodic Reports (intermediate and final)
ANNEX 2. Regular Progress Report
ANNEX 3. Deliverable Report template
ANNEX 4. Dissemination and Communication Report
ANNEX 5. IPR Register Report
ANNEX 6. Internal Report
ANNEX 7. Meeting Agenda
ANNEX 8. Meeting minutes
ANNEX 9. Presentation slide
ANNEX 10. Peer Review reports
ANNEX 11. Smart Deliverable Report.
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ANNEX 1. PERIODIC REPORTS (INTERMEDIATE AND FINAL)
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Farm Control
Acronym: CL-Windcon

GRANT AGREEMENT NUMBER

727477

DOCUMENT

PERIODIC TECHNICAL REPORT PART B

PERIODIC REPORT

1ST ☐

PERIOD COVERED FROM
TO

2ND ☐
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1. EXPLANATION OF THE WORK CARRIED OUT BY THE BENEFICIARIES AND
OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRESS
Explain the work carried out during the reporting period in line with the Annex 1 to the Grant Agreement.
Include an overview of the project results towards the objective of the action in line with the structure of
the Annex 1 to the Grant Agreement including a summary of deliverables and milestones, and a
summary of exploitable results with an explanation about how they can/will be exploited
Beneficiaries that have received Union funding, and that plan to exploit the results generated with such
funding primarily in third countries not associated with Horizon 2020, should indicate how the Union
funding will benefit Europe's overall competitiveness (reciprocity principle), as set out in the grant
agreement. .
(No page limit per work package but report shall be concise and readable. Any duplication should be
avoided).

1.1 OBJECTIVES
List the specific objectives for the project as described in section 1.1 of the DoA and describe the work
carried out during the reporting period towards the achievement of each listed objective. Provide clear
and measurable details.

1.2 EXPLANATION OF THE WORK CARRIED PER WP

1.2.1 WP 1
Explain the work carried out in WP1 during the reporting period giving details of the work carried out by
each beneficiary involved.

1.2.2 WP2
Explain the work carried out in WP2 during the reporting period giving details of the work carried out by
each beneficiary involved.

1.2.3 WP 3
….
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1.2.4 WP 4
…..
1.2.5 WP 5
…..

1.2.6 WP 6

1.2.7 WP 7
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1.3 IMPACT
Include in this section whether the information on section 2.1 of the DoA (how your project will
contribute to the expected impacts) is still relevant or needs to be updated. Include further details in the
latter case
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2. UPDATE OF THE PLAN FOR EXPLOITATION AND DISSEMINATION OF RESULT
IF APPLICABLE Include in this section whether the plan for exploitation and dissemination of results as
described in the DoA needs to be updated and give details.
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3. UPDATE OF THE DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN
IF APPLICABLE Include in this section whether the data management plan as described in the DoA needs
to be updated and give details
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4. FOLLOW-UP OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS FROM PREVIOUS
REVIEW(S)
IF APPLICABLE Include in this section the list of recommendations and comments from previous reviews
and give information on how they have been followed up.
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5. DEVIATIONS FROM ANNEX 1 AND ANNEX 2
Explain the reasons for deviations from the DoA, the consequences and the proposed corrective actions.

5.1 TASKS
Include explanations for tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved and/or not
being on schedule. Explain also the impact on other tasks on the available resources and the planning.

5.2 USE OF RESOURCES
Include explanations on deviations of the use of resources between actual and planned use of resources
in Annex 1, especially related to person-months per work package.
Include explanations on transfer of cost categories (IF APPLICABLE)

5.2.1 UNFORESEEN SUBCONTRACTING
IF APPLICABLE
5.2.1.1 TASKS PERFORMED BY A SUBCONTRACTOR WHICH MAY COVER ONLY A LIMITED PART OF THE
PROJECT

The work (the tasks) performed by a subcontractor which may cover only a limited part of the project;

5.2.1.2 CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH CAUSED THE NEED FOR A SUBCONTRACT

Explanation of the circumstances which caused the need for a subcontract, taking into account the
specific characteristics of the project
5.2.1.3 SUBCONTRACTOR SELECTED ENSURING THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY

The confirmation that the subcontractor has been selected ensuring the best value for money or, if
appropriate, the lowest price and avoiding any conflict of interests.
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5.2.2 UNFORESEEN USE OF IN KIND CONTRIBUTION FROM THIRD PARTY AGAINST PAYMENT
OR FREE OF CHARGES

(if applicable)
5.2.2.1 IDENTITY OF THE THIRD PARTY

5.2.2.2 RESOURCES MADE AVAILABLE BY THE THIRD PARTY

The resources made available by the third party respectively against payment or free of charges

5.2.2.3 CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH CAUSED THE NEED FOR USING THESE RESOURCES

Explanation of the circumstances which caused the need for using these resources for carrying out the
work
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6. PERIODIC FINANCIAL REPORT
Include Individual financial statements (Annex 4 to the GA) for each Beneficiary and each Linked Third Party
(See Excel attached)
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7. REPORT ON EXPLANATIONS ON THE USE OF RESOURCES
A report on explanations on the use of resources per beneficiary. The report is generated automatically with the
information inserted by the beneficiary at the time the financial statements are completed in the IT tool.
GRANT AGREEMENT NUMBER

727477

ACRONYM

CL-Windcon

PERIODIC REPORT

1ST ☐

2ND ☐

PERIOD COVERED FROM
TO
BENEFICIARY NUMBER
BENEFICIARY SHORT NAME

7.1 DIRECT PERSONNEL COSTS DECLARED AS ACTUAL COSTS
(When direct personnel costs are reported in the financial statement, a pop-up window will appear in the IT tool requesting to
give information of the amount on person months per WP).

PERSON MONTHS

ASSOCIATED WP

0

7.2 DIRECT PERSONNEL COSTS DECLARED AS UNIT COSTS
(When direct personnel costs are reported as unit costs in the financial statement, a pop-up window will appear in the IT tool
requesting to give information on the amount of person months per WP).

PERSON MONTHS

ASSOCIATED WP

0
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7.3 USE OF IN KIND CONTRIBUTION FOR THIRD PARTY
(When direct personnel costs are reported – as actual or unit costs - in the financial statement, the pop-up window used to
give information on the amount of person months per WP will also request details about the use of in kind contribution from
third party: the costs, the name and type of the third party and whether the costs were foreseen in Annex 1 or not. Further
explanations are mandatory if costs were not foreseen in Annex 1).

THIRD PARTY NAME

TYPE

FORESEEN IN

EXPLANATION (IF NOT FORESEEN IN

ANNEX 1

ANNEX 1)

COSTS

TOTAL

0

7.4 DIRECT COSTS OF SUBCONTRACTING
(When subcontracting costs are reported in the financial statement, a pop-up window will appear in the IT tool requesting to
give information on the costs, description of the subcontract and if the subcontract was foreseen in Annex 1 or not. Further
explanations are mandatory if subcontract not foreseen in Annex 1).

DESCRIPTION

FORESEEN IN
ANNEX 1

EXPLANATION (IF NOT FORESEEN IN ANNEX 1)

TOTAL

COSTS

0
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7.5 DIRECT COSTS OF PROVIDING FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THIRD PARTIES
(When direct costs of financial support to third parties (cascade funding) are reported in the financial statement, a pop-up
window will appear in the IT tool requesting to give information on the costs and their description).

DESCRIPTION

COSTS

TOTAL

0

7.6 OTHER DIRECT COSTS: EXPLANATION OF MAJOR ITEMS IF THE AMOUNT EXCEEDS 15% OF
PERSONNEL COSTS
If costs declared under "other direct costs" are equal or less than 15% of claimed personnel costs for the beneficiary in each
reporting period, no need to give any detail.
If costs declared under "other direct costs" are higher than 15% of claimed personnel costs for the beneficiary in each
reporting period, major direct costs items need to be recorded in the pop-up window within the IT tool. The record of items
must be up to the level that the remaining costs are below 15% of personnel costs, starting from the cost items of highest
value in terms of cost amount. If costs were not foreseen in Annex 1, further explanations are needed.

SHORT
DESCRIPTION

CATEGORY

ASSOCIATED

FORESEEN IN

EXPLANATION (IF NOT

WP

ANNEX 1

INCLUDED IN ANNEX 1)

COSTS

TOTAL

0

Other direct costs reported as use of in kind contribution from third party

THIRD PARTY
NAME

TYPE

CATEGORY

ASSOCIATED

FORESEEN IN

WP

ANNEX 1

EXPLANATION (IF
NOT INCLUDED IN

COSTS

ANNEX 1)

TOTAL

0
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RPR period

<M>

RPR Responsible.

Period covered by the report

<name, CENER>
from [dd/mm/yyyy] to [dd/mm/yyyy]

Status

<Status>

(Draft/Draft Final/Final)

Dissemination level

CO

(PU-Public, PP, RE-Restricted, CO-Confidential)
(https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/kb/522-which-are-different-levelsconfidentiality)

Due date Report

YYYY-MM-DD

Name and version of

Submission date

YYYY-MM-DD

CL-Windcon- Regular Progress Report – MX--VX

document

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 727477
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Progress Report summarises every semester the main advances in all the WPs in a single document.
It must be completed by the coordinator consolidating the information submitted by the WP leaders in
their semi-annual WP Progress Reports. The main goal is to highlight the progress done and identify
delays or major problems detected. It must include also upcoming risks to allow preparing the
countermeasures. This document is mandatory and must be submitted every six months.

[COORDINATOR TO ADD GENERAL COMMENTS TO THE PROGRESS OF THE PROJECT DURING THE
PERIOD]
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EXPLANATION OF THE WORK CARRIED OUT IN THE SEMESTER BY WP
Explain the work carried out during the reporting period in line with the Annex 1 to the Grant Agreement.

2.1 WP1 Wind farm control-oriented model development
2.1.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.1.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.1.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.1.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.1.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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2.2 WP2 Wind Farm Flow control technologies and algorithms
2.2.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.2.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.2.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.2.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.2.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
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2.3 WP3 Demonstration and validation of prototypes
2.3.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.3.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.3.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.3.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.3.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
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2.4 WP4 Feasibility
2.4.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.4.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.4.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.4.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.4.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
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2.5 WP5 IPR, Exploitation, Dissemination and Communication of results
2.5.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.5.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.5.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.5.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.5.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
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2.6 WP6 Management
2.6.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.6.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.6.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.6.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.6.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
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2.7 WP7 Ethics requirements
2.7.1 Work Package objectives
•

List the specific objectives for the WP

Description…

2.7.2 Work progress and achievements during the period covered
•

Please provide a synthetic explanation of the work carried for the WP during the period and describe main
results of the WPs up to the moment when the report is done and potential usability of those Results

2.7.3 Risks and deviations
•

If necessary, include explanations for the tasks not fully implemented, critical objectives not fully achieved
and/or not being on schedule. Explain also the impact among WPs on the available resources and the
planning.

•

If necessary, describe if any of the foreseen risks for the project implementation has materialised and the
countermeasures applied

Description…

2.7.4 Deliverable status
Deliverable Code & Name

Planned
delivery
date

Actual
delivery
date

Comments

-

2.7.5 Planning for the next period
•

Describe the planned activities of the WP for next semester.

Description…
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USE OF RESOURCES
If applicable, include explanations on major deviations of the use of resources between actual and planned
use of resources in Annex 1, especially related to person-months per work package. Include explanations on
transfer of costs categories.

Explanation…
Include some graphics providing information about progress in PM dedication for each WP (and major
cost categories if relevant), summarizing the information provided in the WP progress reports.
Example:
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4. MILESTONES (STATUS)

Milestone
Milestone title
number

MS1

MS2

MS3

MS4

Definition of the
reference wind
farm

WP
number

WP1,
WP3,
WP4

Lead beneficiary

1 - CENER

Due
Date (in
months)

6

Means of verification
The reference wind farm
and wind turbines are
presented in the
deliverable D1.1 and all
information will be
provided to all partners.

The simulation
environment will be
provided to all partners
and described in the
deliverable D1.2.

Reference
simulation
environment

WP1,
WP3

7 - USTUTT

10

GO NO GO

WP6

13 - QI ENERGY

18

The Project execution
goes covering the
expected activities
The deliverable D1.4 will be
published on the web site
and all models will be
provided to all partners.

Evaluation and
Classification of the
reduced order
models

MS5

KPI Analysis on Wind
Turbine Level
accomplished

MS6

Baseline Cost Model
Established

WP1

6 - TU Delft

18

WP4

8 - TUM

25

WP4
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DELIVERABLE REPORT
< Deliverable name >

Deliverable No.

<DX.XX>

Work Package No.

<WPX>

Task/s No.

<Task X.X>

Work Package Title

<WP Title>

Linked Task/s Title

<Task/s Title>

Status

<Status>

(Draft/Draft Final/Final)

Dissemination level

<level>

(PU-Public, PP, RE-Restricted, CO-Confidential)
(https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/kb/522-which-aredifferent-levels-confidentiality)

Due date deliverable
Deliverable version

<YYYY-MM-DD>

Submission date

<YYYY-MM-DD>

<Deliverable name and version>

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

DX.XX - Deliverable name

<level dissemination>

DOCUMENT CONTRIBUTORS

<deliverable responsible>

Deliverable responsible
Contributors

Organization

Reviewers

Organization

<Name 1>

<ENTITY 1>

<Reviewer 1>

<ENTITY 1>

<Name 2>

<ENTITY 2>

<Reviewer 2>

<ENTITY 2>

<Name ...>

<ENTITY ...>

DOCUMENT HISTORY
Version

Date

X.X

YYYY-MM-DD

Comment
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4
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LIST OF FIGURES
Figure 1: Lorem ipsum ............................................................................................................................. 7
Figure 2: Lorem ipsum ............................................................................................................................. 8

LIST OF TABLES
Table 1: Lorem ipsum .............................................................................................................................. 7
Table 2: Lorem ipsum .............................................................................................................................. 8
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Description

LO

Lorem ipsum
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DX.XX - Deliverable name

1

<level dissemination>

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquid ex ea commodi consequat. Quis aute iure reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore
eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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2

<level dissemination>

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Heading 2
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquid ex ea commodi consequat. Quis aute iure reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore
eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

2.1.1 Heading 3
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.

Heading 4
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.
Table 1: Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Ut enim ad minim veniam

Ut enim ad minim veniam

Ut enim ad minim veniam

Figure 1: Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.
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Figure 2: Lorem ipsum

Table 2: Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum

Ut enim ad minim veniam

Ut enim ad minim veniam

Ut enim ad minim veniam

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua.
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SECTION 2
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<level dissemination>

SECTION 3

4.1 Lorem ipsum
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5

<level dissemination>

CONCLUSION

Emphasize the main achievements vs the initial objectives of the deliverable. In summary, give a
conclusion on whether the deliverable has reached its goal or not and how (<1 page).
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REFERENCES
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APPENDIX A
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Period: xx/xx/xxxx to xx/xx/xxxx
Partner: XXXX
Dissemination and Communication report
This report must be fulfilled every semester by all the CL-Windcon partners to inform about all the
activities related to communication and dissemination activities implemented by them in the period and
those foreseen for the next six months. In addition, some information is collected to assess the right
completion of the continuous reporting section of the CL-Windcon project in the Participant Portal by
the Project Coordinator
Note: List only activities directly linked to the project

Dissemination activities implemented in the period
DISSEMINATION : CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EVENTS, DEMONSTRATION EVENTS, ETC

Start date

End date

Location

Name/Description

Attendee

Estimated number of
persons reached

Differentiate: Networking or
Dissemination (there was a CL-Windcon
presentation – provide evidence)

Other comments

Name/Description

Attendee

Estimated number of
persons reached

Differentiate: Networking or
Dissemination (there will be a CL-Windcon
presentation)

Other comments

Forthcoming dissemination events planned for the next semester
DISSEMINATION : CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EVENTS, DEMONSTRATION EVENTS, ETC

Start date

End date

EXAMPLES OF TYPE OF ACTIONS: Organisation of a Conference, Organisation of a
workshop, Press release, Non-scientific and non-peer reviewed publications
(popularised publications),Exhibition, Flyers, Training, Social media, Web-site,
Communication campaign (e.g radio, TV), Participation to a conference, Participation to
a workshop, Participation to an event other than a conference or workshop, Video/film,
Brokerage event, Pitch event, Trade fair, Participation in activities organised jointly
with other H2020 project(s), Other.

Location

Communication activities implemented in the period
COMMUNICATION: NON-SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES PUBLISHED, PRESS COVERAGE, OTHER MARKETING ACTIONS
Date of publication

Country of impact

Media name

Type/Description

Name of author/s

Other comments

Type/Description

Name of author/s

Other comments

Forthcoming communication events planned for the next semester
COMMUNICATION: NON-SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES PUBLISHED, PRESS COVERAGE, OTHER MARKETING ACTIONS
Date of publication

Country of impact

EXAMPLES OF TYPE OF ACTIONS: Organisation of a Conference, Organisation of a
workshop, Press release, Non-scientific and non-peer reviewed publications
(popularised publications),Exhibition, Flyers, Training, Social media, Web-site,
Communication campaign (e.g radio, TV), Participation to a conference, Participation to
a workshop, Participation to an event other than a conference or workshop,
Video/film, Brokerage event, Pitch event, Trade fair, Participation in activities
organised jointly with other H2020 project(s), Other.

Media name

Scientific publications (Continuous Reporting)
1. Publications accessible via OpenAIRE will be displayed automatically. Beneficiaries will only need to check if the publications are linked to the project.
2. In case of publications not registered via OpenAIRE, the beneficiary encodes the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and all the rest of information is complete automatically.
3. If DOI is not available, publication data must be to be completed in the following table, with mandatory fields indicated by *
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
TYPE OF SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION *

TITLE OF THE SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION *

DOI

LINK TO THE PUBLICATION

ISBN

AUTHORS *

TITLE OF THE JOURNAL OR EQUIVALENT

NUMBER / DATE

PUBLISHER *

PLACE OF PUBLICATION *

YEAR OF
PUBLICATION *

RELEVANT PAGES

PUBLIC & PRIVATE
PARTICIPATION *

PEER REVIEW *

THERE IS/WILL BE OPEN
ACCESS PROVIDED TO THIS
PUBLICATION? *

Dissemination and Communication Activities (Continuous Reporting)
Specify the number of Dissemination and Communication activities linked to the project for each of the following categories
TYPE OF DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES
Organisation of a conference
Organisation of a workshop
Press release
Non-scientific and non-peer reviewed publications (popularised publications)
Exhibition
Flyers
Training
Social media
Web-site
Communication campaign (e.g. radio, TV)
Participation to a conference
Participation to a workshop
Participation to an event other than a conference or workshop
Video/film
Brokerage event
Pitch event
Trade fair
Participation in activities organised jointly with other H2020 project(s)
Other
TOTAL FUNDING AMOUNT USED (IN EUR)

NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES
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Period: xx/xx/xxxx to xx/xx/xxxx
IPR report
This IPR register must be updated every semester by all partners involved in IPR or innovation activities.
The report will clarify the background rights declared in the Consortium Agreement and will also
identify new IPR and innovations generated along the project (by semester). The information has been
depicted following the format included in the continuous reporting tool to facilitate the subsequent
loading of information into the tool by the Project Coordinator. All the IPR process will be managed by
the IPREB.

Update of background

The information declared in the Consortium Agreement as background is described below, but a clearer identification
of the background information applied by each beneficiary per WP, task and partner affected should be given
periodically. To that end, the following table must be prepared by all partners declaring background.

Background item

New/Update

NOTE: Changes in background may imply to modify the Consortium Agreement (Addenda)

Type of background

Partners affected

WP

Task

Specific limitations and/or conditions for
exploitation (include third parties)

New Intellectual Property Right generated (Continuous Reporting)
Please complete the following table for the new IPR generated in the referenced period.
NEW IPR GENERATED
Type of IP Right

Indicate:
Patent
Trademark
Registered design
Utility model
Others

Application reference

Date of Application

Insert:
• For International Applications. IP International
organization code and serial number or,
• For National Applications: Country code (two
letters) and serial number, or
dd/mm/yyyy
• For other registered IPRs Country or
organization code (two letters) and alfa number
identifier

Official title of the application

Applicant(s)

Has the IPR protection
been awarded?

Official publication number of award of protection

Option for patents; Insert code (two letters) referring
to the country or organization and serial number
dd/mm/yyyy

YES or NOT
Option for rest; insert official publication number

Innovation (Continuous Reporting)
Please complete the following table for the new innovation actions your company will implement due to the project impact

Does the project include the following activities and, if so, how many of each?
Prototypes

No.?

Critical trials

No.?

Testing activities (Feasibility Demos)

No.?

Will the project lead to launching one of the following into the market?
New products (good or services)

YES/NO

New process

YES/NO

New methods

YES/NO

How many private companies in your project have introduced or are planning to introduce innovations? (within the project lifetime or
3 years thereafter)

Companies introducing innovation(s) new to the market

No.?

How many of these are SMEs?

No.?

Companies introducing innovation(s) new to the company

No.?

How many of these are SMEs

No.?
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INTERNAL REPORT

Internal Report Title

<Title>

Author

<Name, >

Status

<Status>

(Draft/Draft Final/Final)

Dissemination level

Confidential

(PU-Public, PP, RE-Restricted, CO-Confidential)
(https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/kb/522-which-aredifferent-levels-confidentiality)

Recipients

WP No.

<Name, ENTITY >
<Name, ENTITY >

WP X

Date

Task No.

Task X.XX

<YYYY-MM-DD>

submission

<Name, ENTITY >
Date expected
<Name, ENTITY >

Name and version of
document

<YYYY-MM-DD>

answer

CL-Windcon- Title Report-V1.X-YYYY-MM-DD

< Internal Report title >

Confidential

DOCUMENT CONTRIBUTORS

Contributors

Organization

DOCUMENT HISTORY
Version

Date

Comment

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477

Page 2

< Internal Report title >

Confidential

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1

INTRODUCTION ....................................................................................................................... 5

2
SECTION 1 .............................................................................................................................. 6
1.1 CHAPTER ........................................................................................................................................... 6
1.2

CHAPTER ........................................................................................................................................... 6

3
SECTION 2 .............................................................................................................................. 7
1.3 CHAPTER ........................................................................................................................................... 7
1.4

CHAPTER ........................................................................................................................................... 7

1.5

CHAPTER ........................................................................................................................................... 7

4

CONCLUSIONS......................................................................................................................... 8
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< Internal Report title >

Confidential

LIST OF FIGURES
Figure 1: Figure title ................................................................................................................................................ 6
Figure 2: Figure title ................................................................................................................................................ 7

LIST OF TABLES
Table 2: Table title................................................................................................................................................... 6
Table 2: Table title................................................................................................................................................... 7

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Description

XZY

Text text text
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< Internal Report title >

Confidential

1 INTRODUCTION
<This internal report can be used to transmit information among partners when there is not an
official dedicated template. >
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Page 5

< Internal Report title >

1

Confidential

SECTION

1.1 Chapter
Text.

Figure 1: Figure title

Table 1: Table title

Column 1
Text

Column 2
Text

Column 3
Text

1.2 Chapter
Text
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Page 6

< Internal Report title >

2

Confidential

SECTION

2.1 Chapter
Text

Figure 2: Figure title

2.2 Chapter
Text

Table 2: Table title

Column 1
Text

Column 2
Text

Column 3
Text

2.3 Chapter
Text
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< Internal Report title >

3

CONCLUSIONS

Concluding remarks (if applicable)
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Agenda
< Meeting title>
Date:

<YYYY- MM -DD>

Location:

<Location >

Type

< Regular / Webex /Skype/Phone >

Organiser:

<ENTITY/organiser>

Version

<Draft /Final>
<ENTITY/participant>

Invited
Participants

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 727477

Meeting title, date

LOCATION INDICATIONS
Address of venue

How to reach Meetings location

Contact person(s)

Possibly registrations, other instructions

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477

Page 2

Meeting title, date

AGENDA
Time

Agenda Item

Presenter

Discussion Points

Duration

00:00 (Session title/SP/WP meeting)
00:00 <Text>

<Name,
• <Text>
organization> • <Text>

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min
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Minutes of
< Meeting title>
Type

< Regular / Webex /Skype/Phone >

Minute author

<ENTITY, Name>

Meeting date

<Date>

Minutes date

<Date>

Minutes version

<Draft /Final>

WP/Task/Subtask/

<Related WP/Task/Subtask or Deliverable>

Deliverable
Distribution list

<ENTITY, Name>

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 727477

MINUTES of <MEETING TITLE>

PARTICIPANTS
Name

Organization

Name

Organization

MEETING AGENDA
Time

Agenda Item

Presenter

Discussion Points

Duration

• Text
• Text

XX’ min

00:00 (Session title/SP/WP meeting)
00:00 Text, text

Name,
responsible

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

00:00

XX’ min

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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MINUTES of <MEETING TITLE>

MINUTES
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse
cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa
qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum."
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MINUTES of <MEETING TITLE>

LIST OF DECISIONS
No

Relevant
WP/Task/Subtask

Decision

LIST OF ACTIONS

No

Action

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477

Who?

When?
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TITLE OF THE PRESENTATION

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 727477

02

INDEX

Title 01

P.6

Title 02

P.7

Title 03

P.8

Title 04

P.9

Title 05

P.10

Title 06

P.11

Title 07

P.12

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

03

01
TEXT INTRODUCTION TO
THE SECTION / DESCRIPTION
OF CONTENTS

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

04

HEADLINE FROM ENTRANCE TO CHAPTER
SUBTITLE

SMALLER
UPPERCASE TITLE.

TITLE OF STANDARD TEXT
There is always lowercase,
and a size of 16 points. This is
the space for explanatory
text. There is always
lowercase, and a size of 16
points. This is the space
destined to text explanatory.
There is always lowercase,
and a size of 16 points.

Header or footer picture

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

05

HEADLINE FROM ENTRANCE TO CHAPTER
SUBTITLE

TITLE IN CAPITAL
LETTER

Header or footer picture

TITLE OF STANDARD TEXT

1.

This is the space destined to text explanatory. There is always
lowercase, and a size of 16 points. This is the space destined
to text explanatory. There is always lowercase, and a size of
16 points. This is the space destined to text explanatory.
There is always lowercase, and a size of 16 points.

2.

This is the space destined to text explanatory. There is
always lowercase, and a size of 16 points. This is the space
destined to text explanatory. There is always lowercase, and a
size of 14 points. This is the space destined to text
explanatory. There is always lowercase, and a size of 16
points.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

06

HEADLINE FROM ENTRANCE TO CHAPTER
SUBTITLE

Header / Caption

Header / Caption

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

Header / Caption

07

THANK
YOU!
www.clwindcon.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 727477

08
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PEER REVIEW REPORT for

< Deliverable title>
Deliverable No.

<DX.XX>

Work Package No.

<WPX>

Work Package Title

<WP Title>

Linked Task/s Title

<Task/s Title>

Deliverable Responsible

<Name 1, ENTITY 1>

Reviewer name

<Reviewer 1, ENTITY 1>

Dissemination level of

<level>

<YYYY-MM-DD>

Document name /Version

<Task X.X>

(PU-Public, PP, RE-Restricted, CO-Confidential)
(https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/kb/522-which-aredifferent-levels-confidentiality)

deliverable
Due date revision

Task/s No.

Revision date

<YYYY-MM-DD>

<Document name and version>

Deliverable is:
Fully accepted

Accepted with
reservation

Rejected unless modified

Fully rejected

as suggested

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 727477

Peer Review Report for < Deliverable title>

Suggested actions to the authors
1. The following changes should be implemented

2. Specify missing chapters / subjects

3. Required changes on deliverable essence and contents

4. Further relevant required improvements

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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Peer Review Report for < Deliverable title>

COMMENTS OF PEER REVIEWER

Comments of Mr/Ms __________________
General comments
These refer to any issue not covered by the particular topics below. They refer to general contents
thoroughness, correspondence of the reported work to the project objectives as in the Description of Action
and correspondence to the general programme objectives.

Specific comments
Topic A: Relevance and completeness
Please answer the questions: "Is this deliverable relevant to CL-Windcon and to the particular WP activities it
covers?", “Does it contain the original proposal and all required chapters?”
Reviewer comment

Author response

Topic B: Methodological framework soundness
Please comment on the soundness of the methodology followed and how it is explained. "Are the results
arbitrary or based upon a clear methodology, involving users’ tests, expert opinions, etc.?"
Reviewer comment

Author response

Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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Peer Review Report for < Deliverable title>

Topic C: Consistency
Please answer these questions: “Are the chapters consistent with each other? Is the deliverable consistent
with other deliverables and the requirements of other WP’s?”
Reviewer comment

Author response

Topic D: Quality of presentation of achievements
Please comment on the results presentation. "Are the results adequately explained and commented or just
mentioned? Is there a link between methodology and results?"
Reviewer comment

Author response

Topic E: Deliverable Layout / Spelling / Format
Please comment on the deliverables layout. "Does it include all necessary chapters; is it readable, in
comprehensive language, etc.?"
Reviewer comment

Author response
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SMART DELIVERABLE

< Deliverable title>

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 727477

Smart Deliverable < Deliverable title>

Del. No.
Month Due:

<D.X.XX>

Title:

<Deliverable title>

<YYYY- MM -DD> Leader: <ENTITY/leader>

Participants: <ENTITY 1/Participant1>, <ENTITY 2/Participant12>,…
Deliverable Brief Description (3 lines):

Specific targets:
1)

2)

3)

Measure of success:

Expected Participant contributions:
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Smart Deliverable < Deliverable title>

Map Task/Subtask/Deliverable

Deliverable PERT (interconnections with previous deliverables and future)

Timeline GANTT (with internal milestones for Deliverable progress)
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